In order to improve the performance of correlation-based disparity computation of stereo vision algorithms, standard methods need to choose in advance the value of the maximum disparity (MD). This value corresponds to the maximum displacement of the projection of a physical point expected between the two images. It generally depends on the motion model, the camera intrinsic parameters and on the depths of the observed scene.
Introduction
Dense stereo matching in real-time is important for many fields of applications that require an on-line dense three-dimensional representation of the observed scene [8, 22] . Also the processing of large images or long image sequences needs computationally efficient algorithms [10] . However, for automotive and other mobile applications, the hardware requirements must be as low as possible. This usually restricts the available processing power as well as the number of cameras. 25%   30%   35%   40%   45%   28  30  32  34  36  38  40  42  44  46  48  50  52  54  56 58
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all nonocc textrls discnt Figure 1 : Curves plotting the percentage of incorrect disparities estimated with classical methods on the different image regions of the Teddy dataset as a function of the maximum disparity value used. The curves show that the maximum disparity needs to be set according to the region type of the image. When considering all pixels (all), the optimal value of the maximum disparity is equal to 43. The same value is optimal when considering non occluded regions (nonocc) and regions close to discontinuities (discnt). However, this value is not optimal when considering textureless regions (textrls) where the value 37 provides a lower percentage of wrong disparities.
Typical commercial implementations of such systems use one or two cameras together with a computationally feasible algorithm to compute depth information [8, 22] . If two cameras are used, local methods based on correlation can be implemented very efficiently [12] . On dedicated hardware, methods such as local correlation, dynamic programming, semiglobal matching or even belief propagation can be implemented for real-time application [6, 8, 18, 24] . However, optimized local methods are among the fastest ways in order to perform dense matching solely on general purpose CPUs without special hardware. In this case, decisions must be made upon the values of some parameters, particularly for the maximum disparity (MD).
We show that the choice for a fixed MD influences the quality of the depth-map: setting it too high introduces false matches and setting it too low will produce gross errors at close objects. But also a seemingly ideal value will not result in the best possible result. The relationship between MD and matching errors is shown in Fig. 1 for the standard dataset Teddy 1 . The figure depicts that there is no optimal fixed MD setting that minimizes all individual errors at once. For example, if the value 37 is used the errors of textureless regions are minimized but this value will cause higher errors in the other regions. The optimum may be obtained if the MD is set to 37 in textureless regions and to 43 in the rest of the image. In general, the MD should be variable and as close as possible to the true disparity since a higher MD only increases the possibility of false matches, especially in regions with weak texture.
In some cases, the choice of MD is complicated. Generally, the disparity is proportional to the distance between camera centers and the focal length and it is inverse proportional to the depth of the point. Especially at motion-stereo [15] , a choice for a fixed MD either restricts the practical applicability (the minimally allowed depth of the points is a function of the camera interframe displacement) or results in an increased number of errors and an inefficient use of processing power (if the MD is set too high).
We propose a novel method for efficient dense stereo matching without the need of the choice of MD, which is based on local correlation. Moreover, we present a fast postprocessing technique that is based on energy minimization and is suited to refine the obtained results. We successfully reduce the matching errors compared to traditional local correlation since our approach uses locally a minimal MD. Furthermore, our approach is simple to implement and the iterative search technique might be integrated into other stereo matching algorithms as well. Finally, our proposal is even faster than the fastest possible implementation of local correlation with integral images [7, 23] . That is because we significantly reduce the number of required correlations which ultimately saves processing time.
Related Work
A lot of work has been done in the field of dense stereo matching. Traditional local correlationbased methods [8] can be implemented very efficiently [7, 17, 23] . Several techniques, for example [12] , have been introduced to improve the quality of these methods but are sometimes quite time consuming [26] .
In Graph Cuts [5, 14] and Belief Propagation [9, 13, 21] stereo matching is formulated as an energy minimization problem, where a function is computed that minimizes a global energy functional. Both methods produce really good results, but are relatively slow. Dynamic Programming [20] and Scanline Optimization [16, 19] reduce the computational effort by processing individual scanlines. However, this may lead to streaking effects and most formulations of dynamic programming require an ordering constraint to be fulfilled [4] . Another efficient and promising idea is Semi-Global Matching [10, 11, 18] , where a minimum of a global energy functional is estimated using local computations.
Recently, region-based methods [2, 3, 25] have received great success. These methods first segment the input image and then estimate the correspondence between regions rather than pixels.
Most of those methods can be implemented very efficiently, and can even be used in real-time applications if they are running on dedicated hardware [6, 8, 18, 24] . They provide results with a very high quality, but need to set the MD in advance to preserve the real-time performance. However, we will concentrate on approaches that can be used for real-time applications with no dedicated hardware and without a priori knowledge about the MD.
Traditional Disparity Computation
In traditional correlation-based methods, to each pixel p = (x, y) T , the disparity associated with the minimum cost is assigned:
where D is the depth-map, d max is the MD and E(p, d) is the dissimilarity (lower values indicate higher similarity). We consider E as a matching cost summed over a support region around the pixel:
C 0 (q, d) is for example the squared intensity difference (SD) or the absolute intensity difference (AD). For some separable formulations of E (especially for the sum of absolute in-
Figure 2: Depth-maps computed with wrong values for MD using the Tsukuba dataset (see also Fig. 4 ). One depth-map with d max = 6 (a) and four thresholded depth-maps with d max ∈ {6, 7, 8, 10}, thresholded using d max (b-e). In general, C n is computed from D n .
tensity differences (SAD)), its values can be computed very efficiently using integral images [23] .
Disparity Computation without MD
We introduce a novel algorithm for disparity computation, which does not require a beforehand specified MD. Our proposal is particularly suited for usage in real-time correlationbased stereo methods. We consider that pairs of images are rectified, so that corresponding epipolar lines are horizontal and that pixel coordinates are integer valued -i.e. (x + 1, y) and (x, y + 1) are neighbouring pixels of (x, y).
Basic Idea
We depict our very initial ideas in the hope that they are of further scientific use. However, this subsection is not mandatory for understanding the rest of the paper. Our early idea originates from thresholded depth-maps computed with intentionally wrong values for MD (see Fig. 2 ): we computed depth-maps using different values for the MD d max using local correlation and extracted all pixels whose disparity is equal to d max (a "thresholded depthmap"). Similar to Fig. 2 we observed that there are "regions" being present among many thresholded instances. In our first analyses we focussed on tracking these regions: We first performed stereo correspondence with some small MD d 0 max . Then we extracted the set of pixels C whose disparity is equal to the MD d 0 max . By assuming that the set of pixels with a disparity greater than d 0 max is close to C , we were able to formulate an approximate criterion to compute pixels that may have disparity d 0 max + 1. We continued this process by incrementing the MD d n+1 max = d n max + 1 iteratively until no pixel was assigned the current MD. This formulation, although able to greatly reduce the number of required matching cost computations, is not able to compete with the traditional method in terms of execution time, due to an inefficient conceptual layout: according to [17] , the innermost loop should run over the domain of disparity values and not over the domain of coordinates. Fortunately, we were able to derive a superior approach which is described below.
Algorithm Description
Instead of determining disparities by a brute-force search within the whole disparity domain, we focus on an iterative algorithm that stops at the right value. We perform two operations at each pixel: a minimization followed by a propagation-step. The minimization basically follows a line search strategy and allows us to find the "next" local minimum of the matching cost function. Since matching costs have many local minima we introduce a propagationstep in order to find further, more optimal minima using disparity values of neighbouring pixels. We embedded these steps into a hierarchical setup, which will also be described in detail.
Minimization
Using this formula, we "step down the hill" and thus search for the next optimal disparity by iteratively incrementing the current disparity.
Propagation As the minimization-step will only return the first (and possibly not optimal) minimum of the dissimilarity function (see Fig. 3(a) ), we additionally propagate the disparities of adjacent pixels:
with the neighbouring disparities N(p). N(p) should at least contain the disparities of the left and right neighbours and must fulfill D(p) ∈ N(p). Disparity values will be propagated through their local neighbourhood in this step. This is the reason why the minimization-and propagation-steps should be run alternately. In practice, only a few iterations are required (2-4). Hierarchical Setup A hierarchical implementation stabilizes execution times, because disparities can be found with an almost constant effort. However, it must be noted that a hierarchical setup may obey the drawback of loosing thin foreground objects and that errors at low resolutions may have severe impacts at higher resolutions. To minimize artifacts from false matches at low resolutions, we apply the hierarchical approach only to the horizontal dimension. Basically, at every resolution, the depth-map is initialized with the scaled up disparities from the previous resolution (in the beginning, the depth-map is initialized with zeros). For our algorithm, it is important to scale up disparities properly. Since the search direction of the minimization-step is in positive disparity orientation, it is beneficial to underestimate the actual disparity. Let σ be the scale factor, for example σ = 2. For scaling up, we use the following formula:
To summarize, the minimization-and the propagation-step is applied to every pixel of the image/scanline. This process is repeated until the disparities reach a fixed point. Then, the whole procedure is applied to the next resolution using the scaled up disparities.
Local Energy Minimization for Refinement
Local correlation-based methods produce errors in regions near depth discontinuities [12, 23] due to the assumption of constant disparity within the support region. This assumption is violated at object borders. There are techniques to reduce such errors but they do not eliminate them completely and are sometimes hindering for real-time application, in terms of execution time. The most effective remedy is to abandon matching windows, and to use pixelwise matching. However, to treat instabilities caused by pixelwise matching [1] , many global methods minimize an energy functional, such as
where E D measures how well the depth-map D matches with the input images and E S is a so called smoothness term, penalizing disparity variations [19] . Based on the assumption that the depth-map of a local method is a rough estimate of the ideal solution, we focus on enhancing a previously computed depth-map. To maximize the efficiency, we perform a winner-take-all optimization at every pixel (which is different to scanline optimization [19] ).
The general idea is to propagate disparities through their neighbourhood. This way, the computational scheme is similar to the approach presented in section 3.2.
Algorithm For every pixel p = (x, y) T , we determine the best matching disparity value:
with the neighbouring disparities N(p) as defined in section 3.2. Our pixelwise matching cost is defined as:
with
C 0 is the (possibly truncated) absolute intensity difference or Birchfield and Tomasi's sampling invariant dissimilarity [1] . The parameters r x and r y point to the previously processed pixel/scanline (for example, if the image scanlines are processed from bottom to top, r y may be set to (0, −1)). In (9) we use only two neighbours in order to avoid that depth discontinuities are penalized twice. The penalties P L and P H should be chosen such that P L < P H to improve the recovery of slanted surfaces. The function τ helps to align discontinuities to intensity edges if 0 < γ < 1 because it lowers the penalty if the intensity gradient ∆I is high.
Through r x and r y the solution depends on the ordering in which pixels are processed. This also affects the possibilities how object borders may be adapted. In practice, we process every scanline in both directions, such that r x ∈ {(1, 0) T , (−1, 0) T } (to support the propagation in both directions equally).
Occlusion Detection On top we try to improve disparities near depth discontinuities. Generally, there are occluded pixels in the left image, if there is a positive disparity gradient in positive x-direction. The number of occluded pixels is given by the difference of the two disparities. We implement this efficiently in a relatively simple way using an array. At every pixel p = (x, y) we mark the entry at index x − D(p). But, if the entry has already been marked, the pixel is considered occluded.
Recommendations for an Efficient Implementation
In accordance to [17] , we optimize scanlines individually to benefit from caching in CPUs.
We achieved good running times by remembering the maximally tested disparity for every pixel, in order to reduce redundant computations. In this way, we discard disparities smaller than the maximally tested disparity.
Another important optimization is the use of SIMD 2 instructions (in all methods: the traditional local correlation-based method and our proposals). However, to keep the code maintainable, we optimized the dissimilarity measure only (in our case: sum of absolute differences over an 8×8 window). We used so called compiler intrinsics to avoid cryptic assembler instructions.
Results
We chose to evaluate our disparity computation algorithm using well known stereo images with ground truth. To ensure a fair comparison, we decided to not improve the methods by e.g. multiple or shiftable windows and used a simple matching cost. Our goal was to evaluate the effects of a different disparity computation algorithm. We also show that stereo matching with no MD is possible without compromising quality or speed. Accordingly, we understand our algorithm not as a standalone method, but as a way to speed up existing realtime implementations. Furthermore, we applied our local energy minimization on depthmaps of our method as well as on those of the traditional method. Fig. 4 presents a qualitative comparison using stereo image pairs with ground truth [19] . Obviously, some of the errors made by the traditional disparity computation method are avoided by our algorithm (for example, near the camera in the background), because our Table 2 : Execution Times at standard data sets in milliseconds. Our algorithm is up to twice as fast as the fastest possible implementation of the traditional disparity computation.
Stereo Images with Ground Truth
algorithm manages to stop searching earlier than the traditional brute-force search. The local energy minimization appears to improve depth-maps independent from the actual stereo method and is therefore well suited as a robust post-processor. In the quantitative evaluation (see Tab. 1), we used a border of 18 pixels. For GraphCuts and our methods we used constant parameters across all four images (for Graph-Cuts and the traditional method, the MD was chosen optimally for every image pair). We applied the Graph-Cuts method to color and gray scale images. The numbers depict, that our disparity compuation algorithm is clearly better than the traditional brute-force method. Post-processing depth-maps of local correlation-based methods with our local energy minimization results in a quality close to Graph-Cuts, while being much more efficient (see Tab. 6.2).
Execution Times
The execution times, see Tab. 6.2, are an evidence for the efficiency of our new algorithm. Naturally, to some degree the computational effort of our approach depends on the image content: the computational effort spent can be directly estimated from the final depth-map. In practice, the additional overhead of our refinement routine is about 50% (compared to our method). Ideally, the time saved by efficient disparity computation may be invested in fast refinement. Interestingly, the additional overhead of enabled occlusion detection was below 1 millisecond.
All execution times were obtained using 32-bit single-threaded executables (compiled using MSVC90) on an Intel dual-core machine with 2.67 GHz. 
Conclusion
In this paper we show that the value of the maximum disparity (MD) has a great impact on the solution in local methods. In general, the MD should be locally as close as possible to the true disparity. With our novel algorithm, disparities may be computed without specifying a MD. Rather than performing a brute-force search, we iteratively perform minimization-and propagationsteps. We not only circumvent the difficult task of determining the optimal search range for the disparity computation, but also present a solution that is applicable in real-time without special hardware. Unlike existing techniques, we do not need any information about the MD which makes our method extremely useful in motion-stereo setups.
Furthermore, we propose a local energy minimization technique that is suitable for fast refinement of the results. In the comparison, we show that the combination of our methods results in a quality close to Graph-Cuts and is even real-time.
In the future, we plan to explore further improvements of the local energy minimization method. Another interesting venue to explore is to integrate our disparity computation method into other stereo approaches.
